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The building block set

The building block set RISC-pb2 l proposed in [12] is composed of three kinds of
building blocks: wrappers, functionals and combinators (see Tab. 1). Wrappers
are used to embed existing portions of code into parallel programs. Wrapped
programs are intended to behave as functions and so no side effects should be
present within the wrapped code. Functionals model those blocks encapsulating
different kinds of parallel computation, including computing the same or a set of
different functions on n input items or computing in stages over an input item.
Combinators just route data to/from functionals (input and output) in such a
way that these data may be efficiently processed. Each of the components in
RISC-pb2 l is characterised by an input and an output arity. RISC-pb2 l components may be arbitrarily nested provided the component combination (we use
◦ to express combination as juxtaposition of components) respect input/output
arity matching. The last part of Tab. 1 formally describes legal combinations
of RISC-pb2 l components.
For example, the RISC-pb2 l component composition
Scatter • [| ((codef )) |]nw
takes one input (input arity of Scatter ), produces nw outputs (nw is the input
and output arity of [| . . . |]nw ) and computes the function implemented by the
sequential code ((codef )) over the nw partitions routed by the Scatter .
The semantics of RISC-pb2 l components is that of data flow: as soon as a
complete input data set is presented to the building block, the block “fires” and
computes output results using the current input values (or routes input data
to appropriate outputs). The design of RISC-pb2 l has been greatly inspired by
Backus’ FP [7]. In particular, we borrow the higher order functions/combinators distinction proposed in that work for sequential building blocks and we
aim eventually to provide a similar “algebra of programs” suitable for supporting parallel program refactoring and optimisation. In this work we concentrate
the discussion on the suitability of RISC-pb2 l to support the implementation
of general programming model and domain specific parallel skeletons/design
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patterns, possibly optimized through RISC-pb2 l expression rewriting. The interested reader my refer to [12] for more details of RISC-pb2 l.
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The BSP model

In the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [31], a parallel computation running on
a set of processors proceeds in a sequence of super-steps, each step organised as
follows: i) each processor computes locally by accessing only its local variables
and environment; ii) eventually processors begin an asynchronous communication step in which they exchange data; iii) each processor enters a barrier
waiting for the completion of the communication step. A BSP computation can
be described as a sequence of super-steps ∆iSS , where i ∈ [1, k] and k is the
number of super-steps. Each super-step can be seen as a two-stage pipeline.
Letting n be the number of parallel activities or processes involved in a superstep computation, we use ∆istepj to denote the j th process, j ∈ [1, n], at the ith
super-step. The first stage of the pipeline may be modelled as a MISD functional [| ∆istep1 , . . . , ∆istepn |] where each ∆istepj computes a list of pairs hvalue,
indexi, where the index denotes to which of the possible n destinations the
value message is directed. The second stage implements the communication
and barrier features of each super-step. It may be implemented using a spread
functional (f) to route all the messages towards the target ∆stepi , as follows
Gatherall • (routeToDest )
where routeT oDest is the function routing input messages to their final destination according to the superstep communication code prescriptions. The single
superstep may then be modelled using RISC-pb2 l as follows:
∆iSS =

([| ∆istep1 , . . . , ∆istepn |]
|
{z
}
Compute + P repare M sg

•

Gatherall • (routeToDest ))
|
{z
}
Communication + Barrier

and the whole BSP computation may be expressed as
BSP (k) = ∆1SS • . . . • ∆kSS
When considering the composition of the ∆iSS phases (see Fig. 2 left) we
can clearly recognize the presence of a bottleneck and, at the same time, a
discrepancy w.r.t. the way communications are implemented within BSP. By
collecting all messages in a single place through the Gatherall and then applying
the (RouteToDest), a) the constraint of not having more than h communications
(incoming or outcoming)1 incident upon the same node is violated and b) the
node gathering the messages from the super-steps constitutes a bottleneck.
The factorization of components in the RISC-pb2 l set, however, provides
suitable tools to cope with this kind of situation. An expression such as
Gatherall • (f)
1 In

order to satisfy the h-relation required by the BSP model
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Name

Syntax

Seq wrapper
Par wrapper

((f ))
(| f |)

[| ∆ |]n

Parallel

[| ∆1 , . . . , ∆n |]

MISD

∆1 • . . . • ∆n

Pipe

Reduce

(g )

Spread

(f)

1-to-N

D-Pol

N-to-1

G-Pol

←
−
−
(∆)cond

Feedback

Legal compositions grammar
∆n
::=
[| ∆ |]n
1n

∆
∆n1
∆

::=
::=
::=

|

Informal semantics
Wrappers
Wraps sequential code into a RISC-pb2 l “function” .
Wraps any parallel code into a RISC-pb2 l “function” (e.g.
code offloading to GP-GPU or a parallel OpenMP code).
Functionals
Computes in parallel n identical programs on n input items
producing n output items.
Computes in parallel a set of n different programs on n input
items producing n output items.
Uses n (possibly) different programs as stages to process the
input data items and to obtain output data items. Program
i receives inputs from program i − 1 and delivers results to
i + 1.
Computes a single output item using a l level (l ≥ 1) k −ary
tree. Each node in the tree computes a (possibly commutative and associative) k − ary function g.
Computes n output items using an l level (l ≥ 1) k − ary
tree. Each node in the tree uses function f to compute k
items out of the input data items.
Combinators
Sends data received on the input channel to one or more
of the n output channels, according to policy D-P ol
with D-P ol ∈ [U nicast(p), Broadcast, Scatter] where p ∈
[RR, AU T O]. RR applies a round robin policy, AU T O directs the input to the output where a request token has been
received
Collects data from the n input channels and delivers the
collected items on the single output channel. Collection
is performed according to policy G-P ol with G-P ol ∈
[Gather, Gatherall, Reduce]. Gatherall waits for an input
from all the input channels and delivers a vector of items,
implementing a barrier.
Routes output data y relative to the input data x (y =
∆(x)) back to the input channel or drives them to the output
channel according to the result of the evaluation of Cond(x).
May be used to route back n outputs to n input channels
as well.
[| ∆1 , . . . , ∆n |]

|

←
−−
−
n
(∆ )cond

|

∆n • ∆n

P ol
| (f)
P ol
| (g )
←
−
−
((code)) | (| code |) | ∆ • ∆ | (∆)cond | ∆1n • ∆n1 | ∆1n • ∆n • ∆n1

Figure 1: Base building blocks of the parallel instruction set.
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Figure 2: RISC-pb2 l modelling of the BSP superstep sequence (left). Optimizing
the Gatherall • (f) by [| (f)1 , . . . , (f)n |] (f being routeT oDest, ga being
Gatherall) (right).
actually routes to the (f) messages from the n sources of the Gatherall leaving
those messages unchanged. Under the hypothesis that the (f) only routes those
messages to their correct destinations among the m outputs of the (f) tree–
that is, it does not process the messages “as a whole”–the Gatherall • (f)
expression may clearly be transformed into an equivalent form were a distinct
(f) is used to route messages at each of the inputs of the original Gatherall
tree. All the n (f) trees will share the m outputs of the original, single (f).
The original and optimized communication patterns for the two cases are shown
in Fig. 2 right. In terms of RISC-pb2 l components, this optimizations may be
expressed as
Gatherall • (f) ≡ [| (f) |]n

(Opt1)

where all the ith outputs of the n (f) are assembled in the single ith output of
the [| (f) |]n .
It is worth noting that the optimization just outlined a) removes the original bottleneck, b) ensures the BSP h−relation and, last but not least, c) may
be introduced in a completely automatic way any time we recognize that the
(stateless) function f only processes a single message at a time in a (Gatherall
• (f)) expression. This is exactly in the spirit of RISC-pb2 l design: the system
programmer responsible for providing an implementation for a given parallel
pattern may use the RISC-pb2 l building blocks and rely on the optimizations,
separately designed by the RISC-pb2 l engineers, to achieve efficiency.
The optimized version of the communications in the BSP skeleton as depicted in Fig. 2 (right) actually removed the synchronization of the Gatherall
of the original expression. Therefore we should add an explicit synchronization
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immediately before the conclusion of the generic BSP superstep ∆iSS :
[| ∆istep1 , . . . , ∆istepn |] •
[| (routeT oDest)1 , . . . , (routeT oDest)n |] •
Gatherall • Scatter
(the final Scatter is needed to re-establish the correct arities after the Gatherall
has collapsed its n inputs into a single output). The Gatherall • Scatter implements the barrier and, in order not to introduce inefficiencies (bottlenecks)
and violations of the BSP model features (h-relation), it has to be substituted
by an efficient implementation of a barrier, if available, with no data routing at
all. As a consequence, the BSP super-step may simply be rewritten as
[| ∆istep1 , . . . , ∆istepn |] • [| (routeT oDest)1 , . . . , (routeT oDest)n |] • ((barrier))
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The MapReduce

The MapReduce pattern (MR) introduced by Google models those applications
where a collection of input data is processed in two steps [27, 13]: i) a map
step computes a hkey, valuei pair for each item in the collection by applying
a function f , and ii) a reduce step “sums up” (in parallel for all keys) all the
value items with a given key using an associative and commutative operator ⊕.
The map reduce pattern may be described as follows. Given an input collection
(x1 , . . . , xn ), xi ∈ X, a function f : X → hKey, Y i, a binary and associative
function ⊕ : Y → Y → Y and assuming keys of : hKey, Y i list → Key list
returns the list of keys appearing in the first list of pairs and K : Key →
hKey, Y i list → Y list returns the list of values of the items in the hKey, Y i
list with a given key, then
MR(f, ⊕)(x1 , . . . , xn ) = {Σ⊕ (K(k)) | k ∈ keys of (f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn ))}
The computation of mapreduce(f, ⊕, (x1 , . . . , xn )) is obviously performed in parallel, as the input collection is usually already partitioned across a set of processing elements and the set of reduces are cooperatively executed by these PEs
immediately after having computed the map phase in parallel2 .
The mapreduce pattern can therefore be described as the composition of two
functionals, modelling the map and reduce phases, respectively:
M R(f, ⊕) = ∆map(f ) • ∆red(⊕)
with:
∆map(f )
∆red⊕

=
=

Scatter • [| ((f )) |]nw
Gatherall • (K) • [| Scatter • (⊕ ) |]nw0

The spread over K (K) will actually route each hK, Y i item to the parallel
activity actually dealing with all items with Key = K, that is to the parallel activity (worker) computing the (⊕ ) of the keys K. Logically nw0 =
2 this is slightly different from the composition of map and reduce skeletons as perceived
by the algorithmic skeleton community [8]
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#{keys of (f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn ))} although it is obvious that some smaller nw0 will
be used to increase the efficiency of the reduce computation, such that each (⊕ )
works on partitions of keys rather than on single key values. In the same way,
nw should be equal to n, the cardinality of the input data set, but a smaller
value will be used such that each parallel activity in the [| ((f )) |]nw actually
computes ((f )) over a partition of the input data items.
It is worth pointing out that the Gatherall • (K) and Scatter • (⊕ ) portions of the ∆red(⊕) part of the computation are naturally suitable for several
“routing” optimizations in a concrete implementation.
In fact, as in the BSP example and since we are working with stateless building blocks, the Gatherall • (K) expression can be automatically recognized
and optimized to avoid the bottleneck induced by the barrier represented by
the Gatherall operation. Assuming that ∆map(f ) produces as output a set of
items {(k1 , x1 ), . . . , (km , xn )} for ki ∈ Key, i ∈ [1, m], an optimized version of
Gatherall • (K) may be defined as
[|(K 1), . . . , (K n)|]
where K j = K(k, xj ), j ∈ [1, n] for any k. In other words, the gathering followed
by the spread of the K function applied over the whole collection is rewritten as
a MISD operation on a list of pairs in which each input item (xi , kj ) of the list
is routed to a filter K(k, (xi , ks )) of keys. As a result, the expression produces
a set of lists which become the input for the reduce phase.
Summing up, a first rewriting of the M R(f, ⊕) pattern is defined as follows:
Scatter • [| ((f )) |]nw • [|(K 1), . . . , (K n)|]nw00 • [|Scatter • (⊕ )|]nw0
where nw00 is the number of parallel activities evaluating ((f )). However, by
imposing nw = nw00 , and taking into account that obviously
[| ∆1 |]n • [| ∆2 |]n ≡ [| ∆1 • ∆2 |]n

(Opt2)

a further optmization could be expressed as
Scatter • [|((f )) • (K 1), . . . , ((f )) • (K n)|]nw • [|Scatter • (⊕ )|]nw0
where the creation of the pairs and the filtering stages are composed in pipeline
within the same worker of a MISD building block. In an actual implementation
this can be translated into a sequential execution of f and k on the same physical
machine, thus exploiting locality and reducing communication and data transfer
overheads.
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